
 
 

 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Our topic this half term is Space.   
 
The following is an overview of what your child will be doing this half term: 
 
Prime Areas: 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development is still a prominent focus of the work we will 
be doing this half term so the children continue to feel settled and supported in their 
environments. We will be exploring relationships with friends and peers, talking about the 
best way to help other people and work together as a team.  
In Communication and Language we will be discussing our Goals for the New Year. We will 
be emphasising extending our sentences. Using the stories we share in class as well as real 
life events we will support the children in sequencing their language.  
Can you hop, skip and jump to different planets? Or is a bike or a scooter better for travelling 
long distances? Can you build a rocket that can take you further? Our Physical Development 
activities will explore different ways to travel using your body or equipment.  
 
Specific Areas: 
In Literacy we will have a book of the week, this will be accompanied by an interactive story 
sack in the classroom so the children can role play, re-tell and sequence the story 
independently. In Reception we are focusing on using our sounds to write words and captions 
independently and building a bank of high frequency words so the children are increasingly 
ready to read and write. In Nursery we have started our Jolly Phonics program and we will 
be looking at a different sound each week using songs and rhymes as well as practicing the 
letter formation. 
This half term in Maths Reception class will consolidate recognising numbers 0-20 and 
beyond, as well as finding one more and one less and beginning to add and subtract using a 
variety of resources. We will also be doing a maths focus task linked to our book of the week, 
for example, building a rocket from 3D shapes. In Nursery class we are continuing counting 
songs and rhymes, as well as encouraging children to find numbers in the environment. We 
are working on counting, ordering and recognising numbers from 1-10.  
For Understanding the World our Space topic lends itself to discussing a range of technology 
used at home, in school and in outer space. Our RE topic this term is: Why do Christians 
believe Jesus is special? We will be learning about some of the special things that Jesus did. 



 
 

In Expressive Arts and Design we will be doing lots of topic based craft such as, designing 
your own spaceship, creating an alien, making rockets, painting planets… the list goes on! We 
will also be building large rockets outside as well as singing space related songs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
           Activities for you and your child at home: 

 Reading books with your child that are set in Space such as How to Catch a Star, 
The Long Way Home, Aliens Wear Underpants as well as looking at non-fiction 
books about Space and discovering interesting facts!  

 Create your own planet picture or booklet about the different planets and stars. 

 Counting the stars you see in the sky and enjoy some star gazing.  Can you see a 
planet or name some of the star clusters? 

 Imagine you are going to space.  Which friends would you take? What else might 
you need? What kind of food can you eat?    

 Please continue to encourage your child’s independence by practicing putting on 
and taking off coats, jumpers and cardigans. As well as recognizing their photo or 
their name when using their peg or finding their water bottle or lost jumper! 

 Practice writing their names using the first letter as uppercase and then lowercase. 
Example: Susan, Jimmy, Tom. 

 
 
We feel the children had a fantastic first term and are settled very well. We are looking 
forward to our continued partnership between home and school.  If you have any questions 
about the curriculum provision or your child’s progress please do not hesitate to come in and 
ask a member of the team. 
 
Kind Regards 
EYU team, 
Sue, Amanda and Sabena 

Notices: 
Improvement works continue on our swimming pool and we are hoping to start our lessons 

by the end of this term. 
24th January 2020 – Open session for parent at 1:30pm-2:30pm 

30th January 2020 – Parent meetings 2:00pm-6:00pm 
6th February 2020 – Parent meetings 2:00pm-6:00pm 

 
 

 
 

 
 


